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ABSTRACT

First On Twitter is an art installation which aims to
comment on the current use of Twitter, a micro-blogging
site, which has infiltrated daily newscasts. The project
consists of a newscast video which is interrupted by realtime tweets that include the keyword #breakingnews on
their text. By displaying the specific tweets we observe
the convergence of valid information sources and what
#breakingnews means for the twitter user and audience.
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INTRODUCTION

Anyone who has followed the revolution social media has
brought into play in our society, and at the same time kept
up with the news being broadcast in the major Television
networks, will know that both have converged. Nowadays,
a tweet has replaced what 20 or 30 years ago could have
been a mailed letter or a telephone call to a Television
station. A news anchor reading a Tweeter feed on air is
just as natural as reading an old fashion letter mailed to the
station by a viewer. What it is addressed in this
phenomenon is the immediacy of the information being
distributed. The lack of filter that the need for immediacy
generates is exploited to satisfy a more active and
engaging
Television
audience.
“CNN and other well-known organizations are using
Twitter as a news feed”[1]. This project also attempts to
provide an awareness of two converging platforms:
television and the Internet. Currently, in the year 2010, we
are in the midst of a transition between accessing content
online, through our mobile devices and/or on the
Television set. The fast paced evolution of technology
shows that the convergence of traditional media and the
emerging
new
media
is
inevitable.
Special attention should also be directed to the content that
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is being displayed on the video and on the Twitter feed,
using the keyword #breakingnews. This project does not
censure the content of the tweets. The lack of filter on the
tweets displayed addresses the concept of transparency
inherited by social media, and expected by the audience
when watching their trusted news source. In the social
media context, transparency “is perhaps the most powerful
point on which you can establish trust”[2]. In this realm
the audience is considered smart enough to identify a
spammer or a contributor with a hidden agenda, enough to
not follow his/her conversation or brand online if his/her
tweets are perceived as obscure. In television news
however, the audience is general and the aim is to provide
stories and content for the common denominator.
Transparency in journalism is mandatory. It is part of the
code of ethics in reporting the truth of the events, and build
trust with your viewers. Journalism is considered the
fourth power in the country and it is a responsibility.
However, the novelty of Tweeter as a dynamic ongoing
conversation and a tool to connect with many in an instant
seemed to have had distracted journalists from the critical
moment, as community servants, when they need to put
themselves in the place of the viewer receiving the
information and ask: What’s in it for me? To quote Denise
Clodjeaux, now former news director of KEZI-TV,
Eugene, Oregon “(News) Producers should always
consider the who-cares and so-what factors. If your
reaction to a story is who cares or so what, then it doesn’t
belong in a newscast”[3].
When developing this concept my main idea was to simply
interrupt the broadcast by muting the video to show a
#breakingnews tweet. A series of positive feedback
received from both, my professors and classmates, towards
the concept, suggested that the statement will be stronger if
Twitter will actually take the stand and affect the video
quality and sound such as interference. The feedback also
suggested to give Twitter a voice. Twitter then began to
take shape and become part of the newscast. As a result,
several prototypes were developed to refine the way the
interruption was going to be displayed and to evolve into a
new media art installation.
Another important part to the concept is the fact that
Twitter has become a modern source where news breaks.
Joel Comm began his book “Twitter Power” with a tweet
“November 26, 2008-Mumbai Rocked by Shootings. […]
Amazing was the medium in which those first headlines
and photos were delivered. It wasn’t CNN. It wasn’t

National Public Radio. And it wasn’t’ the New York
Times. No, the first accounts of what was taking place in
Mumbai, and the headline stated above, were written by
regular people who were on the scene. They wisely used a
Web site called Twitter to broadcast breaking news. CNN
eventually ran a story titled, Tweeting the Terror: How
Social Media Responded to Mumbai”[4]. This paragraph
reinforces Twitter as source of information. But the
question becomes, where do journalists draw the line?
How much of the conversation that we monitor indeed
needs to be reported on. Without a doubt, the social media
revolution has contributed to erase communication
boundaries we had in the past. But, with such electronic
information overload, the mass media is losing grip on
what matters to the public.

audience sees, to implicitly explain the idea behind twitter
taking precedence as a news topic.

The fact that the general public, even at an international
level, is using Twitter as a newswire became apparent to
me in April 2010. My 24 year-old nephew who resides in
Chile, and at his early age is a Chief of Information
Technology at company that builds banking networks, said
to me: “Twitter brings up the journalist in you.”[5] The
fact that Twitter has evolved into a powerful tool to share
information at moment’s notice is fascinating. It is without
a doubt a brand-building tool.

Tweet Radio

RESEARCH

Ratings show that news networks like CNN's former news
anchor Rick Sanchez, who heavily relied on Twitter and
other social media feeds, beat Fox News' Shep Smith headto-head two days in a row during May 2010 [6].
Conversations with various groups of people drove me to
realize that only those with a high-awareness of what is
being broadcast in the news and what Twitter and social
media in general has become, are the only group that show
enthusiasm and support to see the project fully developed.
Younger generations (Gen Y) who did not grow-up tuning
in at a specific time to watch the news - who can access
bits of information online and for whom twitter is just
another site to connect and interact with people online - did
not show the same thrill. They looked at the project as
another mashup and categorized it as “cool.”
From this initial feedback my conclusion is that the new
generation grew up with the instant gratification of
accessing information in several platforms. This led me to
research for a video that demonstrated the use of Twitter
directly in news programming. My search turned out a
two minute segment from CNN’s John King, where a
conversation with a correspondent on the street make
reference to Sarah Palin and Christine O’Donnell tweets.
During the segment reference is made to the Twitter
handle of the correspondent and the politicians, and the
influence of the Twitter audience. However, the segment
fails to provide insightful information that goes deeper into
the politicians’ commentary. Since this project is an art
piece, in order to appeal and facilitate getting the point
across, this video will be used as the first thing the

PRECEDENTS
Tweetrad.io

Website created by Will Baily, Edwin Gonzalez and Jay
Harlow is described on their about page as a site that
attempts to “index twitter information using […]
unpatentable [sic] tweet-to-speech technology.” This
project is very ingenious in concept as it simulates a radio
scanner and attempts to read the tweets as if over the radio.
However, the numerous times that I have attempted to
listen to the tweets all is heard is noise and broken words
that repeat in a cycle. No phrase is ever complete.
http://tweetrad.io
Developed by Matt Hackett, which also uses text to speech
to read tweets. The project simulates a radio station where
callers, in this case tweets, are read in a shout out fashion
by the computer. On the website an interesting reflection
on the results: “Twenty-four hours a day this nearhallucinatory radio station hosts heartbreaking confessions
of loneliness, witty rehashings [sic] of mass media gossip,
and every banal and insightful utterance in between.” I
sent a tweet using @tweet_radio in my tweet as the
website suggested but I did not hear my tweet being read.
http://radio.nymoon.com/tweetradio
Hip-Hop Pop-Up

Developed by Evan Roth, a faculty member at Parsons the
New School of Design. The project is an mp3 player that
pops up Websites in real time as the brands are being said
in the song. The project is a commentary on product
placing in Hip-Hop and plays on with the interruptive
essence of pop up windows on the Internet.
http://evan-roth.com/hiphop_popup/concept/
Paper.li

Created by SmallRivers, a privately held startup cofounded
by Edouard Lambelet and Iskander Pols and located on the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. The Website
organizes links shared on Twitter and Facebook into an
easy read newspaper-style format. The site claims that is
“a great way to discover content that matters to you even if
you are not connected 24/7”. The Website is very well put
together and it seems to effectively sort relevant news
information that has been shared from reliable sources
around the world. The news content is divided in
seventeen categories such as science, business and
education. Here the #breakingnews Daily was created
seven months ago and is shared by fifty-two people. Very
much like a newspaper it has sections such as headlines,
technology, politics, business. However, as it seems to be
filtered, I found an article on the fist page of the business
section, which is clearly an advertising posing as a blog
about payday loans. The link to the blog had two thousand
likes on Facebook and twelve tweets. It is apparent that

the filter is being done by number of hits and not by
content’s information. This site in no way should replace
the news. It is another proof that only in the end an
educated consumer will be able to sort through the noise
and harmful information distributed on the Internet.
http://paper.li/tag/breakingnews
PROTOTYPES

The prototypes were built using the OpenFrameworks, an
open source computer language; the Twitter Application
Programming Interface (API) and Apple’s computer
generated voice, Text-To-Speech function (TTS). The
initial idea was to have a live television newscast, but later,
a professor told me that it was impossible to bring the live
feed for a couple of reasons.
First, the program
OpenFrameworks only handles Quicktime video files, and
most Internet videos are flash based. Second, broadcasters
go to great lengths to protect the content they own so it
cannot be reproduced. At this point it was very clear that
due to the potential copyright issues that may arise, this
project would remain for the classroom only.

Second Prototype

(Fig. 2) Built on OpenFrameworks using the Twitter API.
It was my very first attempt to pull information from the
Internet using a computer language. The first challenge
was to update the newer tweets on the screen. During a
showing in class, my professor’s feedback was to give
Twitter a stronger presence, more than just displaying text
and suggested I explore Apple’s Text to Speech (TTS)
application. This represented another challenge for me.
This was the first time that I tinker with such computer
functions.

First Prototype

(Fig.1) Made using keynote graphics and manually muting
the video while the graphic is displayed. It used a 2
minutes business newscast segment.
The irrelevant
#breakingnews tweet was displayed in the form of speech
bubble covering only the mouth of the anchor and reporter.
This style proved to be challenging due to the different
shots and video that a newscast contained and the
randomness of the tweets being generated by the Tweeter
population. Not every tweet will have the same visual
impact as the newscast progresses. The tweets will have to
be hard coded in a specific order, following the pre
recorded video and that will make the piece too synthetic.
In a sense, it will loose the organic quality of immediacy
that I also intent to portray.

Figure 2: Live tweets and user name are displayed across the
screen causing a distraction to the newscast.
Third Prototype

(Fig. 3) Built in response to the feedback of giving Twitter
a stronger presence and adding sound.
Using the
ofxSpeech library, developed for OpenFrameworks, I was
able to tap into the Apple’s TTS library to give Twitter a
voice. Apple’s voice Vicki provided a much clearer sound
and it successfully achieved what I attempted to
accomplish. In this prototype I also included a second
video of television color bars being distorted with snow.
The reason why I chose bars with noise and not just noise
alone, is because bars represent that the television signal is
carrying information: the color bars and tone.

Figure 3: The use of color bars with interference was used to
enhance the feeling of interruption with another source.
Fourth Prototype
Figure 1: Tweeter speech bubble interrupts the broadcast
and covers the mouth of the reporter.

(Fig. 4) It focused on refining the look and feel of the
project by collecting feedback from classmates, professors.
This prototype shows an affected video feed with a tweet

superposed the news’ lower third. This prototype has a
more subtle effect and it communicates how the tweets are
still noise but yet embedded in the news.

Figure 4: blended image with distortion, lower third.
Fifth prototype

(Fig. 5) This is the response to the latest feedback from
classmates and my professor to bring back the original
prototype and flood the screen with random tweets. The
feedback was that the user would like to see their tweet for
a few seconds longer on the screen as it interrupts the
newscast. The idea of a shorter graphic with the feel of a
speech bubble placed over the reporter’s or anchor’s face
was well received.

message of the project was getting across, a user
acknowledged, “It works brilliantly!”[8] Feedback by a
new media expert [9] referring to the current use of Twitter
suggests transforming the application into a Website plugin. Through applying the right filters, the application has
the potential of augmenting the experience of watching
television news by monitoring accurate news information
shared in the micro-blogging site. The working prototypes
were tested with a total of fourteen users in two ways.
One, by showing the project in person to record immediate
responses. Two, by recording a forty-five second video of
the running application with random generated tweets, and
emailing the video clip to friends and colleagues to gather
feedback. During live demonstrations, people enjoyed
being able to send tweets in real time and seeing/hearing
them on the screen.
CONCLUSION

First On Twitter explores the uncensored and unfiltered
Twitter stream and a commentary on current the trend of
using tweets as content on television news. It demonstrates
that social media is not a trusted information source for
consumers and it does not enhance television news
content. The process of developing this project will
continue as new feedback is gathered. Based on the latest
comments there is the potential to develop an Internet tool.
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